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Delivering Quality With Kindness? Think again.
Arsalaan Syed
Operations Management
MBA ( 2013-15 )
What has kindness to do with quality? Is kindness de rigueur whilst measuring quality? What exactly is kindness? Is it accepting substandard work or is it insisting that only the best quality is acceptable? There is often a lot of confusion about
this and people think that they are being kind when they say nothing to their group members, family or friends who routinely over promise and under deliver. I want to distinguish here between inability and unwillingness. If someone is learning English I wouldn’t discard something he had written because it had spelling and grammatical errors. But if the same
work comes from someone who knows English well, then it indicates an attitude of carelessness and in attention to quality, which is a reflection, not of their language ability but of a much more dangerous malaise of an attitude of lack of attention to detail.
Just to give you an idea why I call this dangerous, let me share some statistically valid data (Sources for the given data are
mentioned at the end of the article):
1. According to a study looking at the frequency of surgical errors in the United States, each year there could be as many
as 2,700 mistakes where a surgery is performed on the wrong body part or the wrong patient. That's about seven per
day.*
2. The Federal Aviation Administration lists pilot error as the leading cause of plane accidents, but pilot error is almost always part of a chain of events that starts with something like an iced-up wing, a piece of equipment that fails or a
close encounter on a runway.**
The details above are only to give you an idea of the seriousness of being careless–it can result in loss of life and limb. I
am sure that the more we dig the more we will find incidents where significant loss could have been avoided if only someone had checked. That is where this is related to spelling and grammar. They are indicators of attitude–not the point in
themselves. Someone who sends out a letter full of spelling and grammatical mistakes is more than likely a person who
will not do an instruments check if he were flying a plane or read the patient’s data sheet or count the number of sponge
she took out of the incision in a surgical procedure. If or one, wouldn’t want to be on that plane or operating table.

This attitude of carelessness is not restricted to English writers or pilots and surgeons. We have careless teachers who
ruin children’s enthusiasm to study, Careless parents who bring up little animals instead of responsible human beings,
Careless scholars who leave the remnants of their mistakes to confound people long after they are dead and gone.
And that is where the issue of demanding quality comes in. Sloppiness is not a sign of passion but of the lack of it. By and
large we seem to have quality problems in third world countries because we accept poor quality. People can do better but
they need to be convinced that it is worth their while to do so. We must demand quality without apology.

What is Quality ?
Mikel Harry of Motorola was the man who conceptualized the 6 Sigma Quality
Standard based on the principle that one can only measure mistakes. You can’t
say how efficient someone is except to count the number of mistakes they
make. The fewer the mistakes, the better the product or service. So let’s say
someone has a service delivery of 99%. Now that may sound perfectly acceptable and we may say to ourselves, ‘We must be compassionate and not give
that person a hard time because they made just one mistake in 100.’ Until of
course you translate it into 6 Sigma terms – how many per million? 1% is
10,000/million. 6Sigma is 3.4 mistakes per million. How would you like to fly at
39,000 feet in a plane where the engines were manufactured by a company operating at 99% efficiency?
Quality is serious. Lack of quality is deadly. Lack of quality happens simply because we permit it. It happens because
we don’t insist on quality. It happens because we accept poor quality, most often in the name of being kind and compassionate. Not realizing of course that there is nothing more unkind and unjust than accepting poor quality. It fools the
provider into believing that his/her product or service is good enough. It takes away their incentive to improve and
makes them vulnerable to collapse. This is not kindness but a lack of understanding of the whole issue of quality which
has very long term and very destructive effects. Unfortunately our society is full of examples of people who don’t keep
their word, don’t deliver on promises, don’t work to high standards and give ridiculous excuses when challenged. People who confuse effort with result, while it is only results that count.
Let me tell you two stories about quality to end this article:

The story goes that Motorola ordered apart from their Japanese ancillary and impressed upon them that they were a 6
Sigma company and wouldn’t accept anything but the 6 Sigma standard of 3.4 mistakes per million. When the consignment was delivered, to Motorola’s surprise they found two packages – a big one and a small one. When they opened the
big box they saw that it had the entire consignment of one million parts that they had ordered. The small box had four
parts in it. When they asked their Japanese partner they were told, ‘We didn’t understand why you wanted us to give
you defective parts. But since you asked for them, we gave you four defective parts. Otherwise we don’t manufacture
anything with defects.’
The second story is about Tata Motors who were plagued with re-work and cost escalations, and in turn hired a Japanese consultant from Toyota to help them to solve their quality problem. The man entered their factory and walked
straight to the end of the manufacturing line and saw that there was a huge area marked, ‘Rework.’
He said to them, ‘Please remove this sign and eliminate this work area. That is all that you need to do to fix your problem. If you have a rework area, you will have more work. People will not do the right thing, first time.’
Tata executives however were not convinced and reduced the size of the area but were too frightened to remove the rework area entirely. The results were predictable.
My question is: If you had a choice, which car would you buy? A Toyota or a Tata.

Sources:
1. * http://edition.cnn.com/2011/HEALTH/04/28/ep.wrong.side.surgery/index.html
2. ** http://national.news21.com/2010-2/plane-crashes-avoidable-with-safety-measures-ntsb

APICS BSCM Certification – Module 1 for CPIM Certification
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APICS Production and Inventory management (CPIM) certification is one of the most prestigious and well known certification for professionals working in operations domain.
Basics of Supply Chain Management (BSCM) is the entry module of the CPIM program which offers a good basic overview
for the other 4 CPIM modules. Other 4 modules are -

Master Planning of Resources
Detailed Scheduling and Planning
Execution and Control of Operations
Strategic Management of Resources
This certification is recognized globally as it is associated with APICS USA – biggest educational organization offering certifications, trainings and other opportunities for operations management students/professionals. In colleges like SIOM and
NITIE a large number of students take up these certification courses to have an edge over others.
For BSCM certification, detailed study of these 2 books is required
(Both of these books are available in our library also)–
http://www.flipkart.com/introduction-materials-management-6th/p/itmczyqy7ccynzwe?
q=Introduction+To+Materials+Management+6th+Edition&as=on&as-show=on&otracker=start&aspos=p_1&pid=9788131726273
http://www.flipkart.com/lean-production-simplified-plain-language-guide-world-s-most-powerful-system-2nd/p/
itmdygxshpkhnzzw?pid=9781563273568&otracker=fromsearch&srno=t_1&query=lean+production+simplified&ref=68e69e4c-28f4-4f96-8853-c0dc33dba512

http://www.apics.org/about

http://www.insidebusiness360.com/index.php/five-reasons-you-should-get-a-cpim-17221/
http://www.iimm.org/ed/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=160&Itemid=107
[Indian Institute of Materials Management]
http://blog.profitkey.com/2013/06/26/can-apics-certification-improve-your-competitive-edge-in-the-manufacturing-jobmarket/
http://www.linkedin.com/groups/APICS-CPIM-Learners-Marathon-4619548.S.160902465
http://www.knowerx.com/Knowerx/eng/cd/IndiaInfoAPICS.jsp
[Indian company responsible for conducting APICS tests]
All the details regarding these certification exams can be obtained from the above mentioned company responsible for conducting these exams in India.
Feel free to contact either me or Ashish Ujjawal (ashish.ujjawal2014@sims.edu) for any queries, both of us cleared July
BSCM certification exam.
We would be happy to clear queries/doubts regarding these certifications.

Starting Young: The Student Entrepreneur
Pradyut V. Hande
Marketing Management
MBA ( 2013-15 )
Having ventured down the entrepreneurial avenue as a Student myself, I've often been asked what it takes to build a successful start up from scratch. A bright idea, an ironclad business plan, a multi-skilled and self-motivated team and oodles of
panache, perseverance and passion collectively constitute the fundamental foundation for any nascent startup. Sounds
easy enough? In my experience, I've sagaciously learnt that nothing about Entrepreneurship is ever straightforward! For an
aspiring student entrepreneur, the road ahead is lined with myriad challenges of varying magnitude and the potential to
eventually create an enduring entity. Thus, the experience associated with establishing and working with a Student Startup
can be a double edged sword; a curious amalgam of both positive and negative facets.
On the one hand, equipped with the seed of a promising idea and
the incandescent flame of ambition, students have the opportunity to pursue their entrepreneurial dreams early in life. This presents the perceptible advantage of working independently, unencumbered by generic pressures associated with supporting a
family later in life. In this scenario, the "Risk to Reward Ratio" is
also significantly higher. An early start also prepares one to handle "entrepreneurial failure" a lot earlier in life, thereby, offering
valuable experiential lessons, hugely beneficial for the future. For
many, an ebullient startup provides the perfect platform to explore, identify and hone multiple skills simultaneously; be it managerial, administrative, organisational, inter-personal or motivational. The scarce human resources at hand ensure that one gets
the opportunity to don myriad hats; getting a real feel for various organisational verticals; from Sales and Marketing to Business Development and Finance. This provides one with an intimately hands on working experience replete with an exponentially steep learning curve that is immensely rewarding. At the end of the day, an enriching and empowering learning experience at a self-created entity translates into a greater sense of accomplishment and satisfaction and thus, in turn,
trumps any well paying corporate job where learning and growth opportunities may be limited. Furthermore, the informal
working environment, characteristic of an emerging startup, instills a congenial sense of joie de vivre that propels the employees to push themselves that much harder and farther. The enhanced perception of self-involvement and ownership can

can galvanise the startup's "troops", fostering greater team work, innovation and an inherent spirit of "jugaad".
Greater accessibility and generally streamlined channels of peer communication also negate the foreboding sense of
"employee alienation" that can be found in larger organisations. Every single achievement or breakthrough, irrespective of
magnitude is of immense consequence towards a startup's long term survival and success and thus, ought to be celebrated! It is singular moments like these that can collectively motivate a Founder and his team to strive unstintingly towards
bigger goals and loftier dreams.
On the other hand, running a Student Startup also brings with it its own "container of cons", capable of striking the fear of
God in even the bravest of souls. Irrespective of how good or feasible a potential product or service offering maybe, the initial personal monetary risk involved as capital investment is palpable and cannot be overlooked. Given the perceptible lack
of any tangible work experience at that age, one is bound to make mistakes that can unfortunately prove detrimental at
times. However, it is also setbacks like these that constitute the steep learning curve I addressed earlier and further inculcate a tenacious streak that holds those concerned in good stead. Additionally, the sheer volatile nature of a startup in its
infancy coupled with the capriciousness associated with the industry and the economy at large become critical determinants of its survival and efficacy. Thus, there is no concrete job security at a startup, usually associated with more established firms; further along in their evolutionary cycle. Things maybe close to achieving a semblance of stability when an unforeseen calamitous development could completely derail a promising startup's plans, thereby, disheartening even the
most strong willed student entrepreneur. Also, a startup may struggle initially to achieve an industry standard of efficiency
or professionalism owing to the very same informal working atmosphere I had discussed as an advantageous weapon previously. This shortcoming could potentially exacerbate already existing functional lacunae, thereby, undermining the overall efforts of the employees.
Thus, setting up a Student enterprise is no easy task and it is imperative to carefully consider both the pros and cons before
making a calibrated decision. However, there are times, when it is best to follow one's intuition and take the
"entrepreneurial leap of faith"! Great companies like Apple Inc., Google, Miscrosoft and more recently, Facebook were all
built on the cornerstones of innovative ideas, indomitable spirit, execution, grit and...student enterprise! In essence, start-

ing young requires the possession and in turn, acquisition of the "4 As" - Ambition, Attitude, Ability and
Adaptability!

The Ops-Mark war: Bridging the gap
Jaya Srivastava
Operations Management
MBA ( 2013-15 )

There are not many relationships inside a company that can get as hostile as the operations versus marketing one. It
actually makes sense why the two would not agree on many things. On one hand, you have marketing, a group of
free, creative thinkers who believe many of their idea are ground breaking ones, that need to get to market as soon
as possible. On the other hand, the folks in operations are more deliberate. They want to make sure the product enters the market under control and error free. So, what are some ways to make this relationship work better?
A recent survey found out that the chief concern of marketing was lack of communication from the operations side.
This is not surprising since the marketing teams view their product as their “babies” and they want extra care paid to
it. Some easily solved solutions that were implemented were service level agreements around meeting minutes and
meeting agendas. These types of fixes go a long way and are easy to implement however do not get to the root of the
problem.
One situation where marketing and operations do not see eye to eye is that the operations team does not have the
same feeling towards the project as marketing does. While marketing might think their project is the next big thing,
the operations team just sees it as another design to complete, or another list pull. A recommendation might be for
marketing to include operations in the early strategy meetings, so that the entire team is aware of why the project is
important. A discussion around response rates and/or profit and loss estimates for the project would certainly enable
the operations team to have more pride in their piece of the project, not to mention the quality of work is likely to improve. Keeping the entire team in loop on project matters is essential in motivating members of operations team of a
project. Having a purpose is, in fact, a true motivator for all employees.
Another complaint from marketing is that the operations team gets too bogged down into details, especially when interpreting requirements document. Once again, the very nature of the employees in each department trigger why this
argument takes place. The marketers think about the big picture while the operations team needs step by step, ”in
the weeds” documentation that covers every scenario of the project. In addition, the QA team needs requirements
that tell them exactly how to test. The most common specific complaint from operations was that the requirements to
drill down to solicited external customers were too vague, or the requirements were ever-changing.
A recommendation to remedy the above situations to have all components of the project approved before any operations work is done. That is, project must be approved by the legal and finance departments as well as an exact picture of who should be solicited needs to be ironed out. Marketing however, may find this task impossible since they

just thought of this wonderful idea, it has not yet been totally scoped but they will get there as time passes. At the
same time, the operations team is happy to help marketing as they see the departments as their own customers.
However, operations people do not like making mistakes or having ambiguous requirements.
A good idea is to have a project engagement meeting. Have subject matter experts from all areas of the firm to scale
the project, assign essential and correct resources. Once the project goes through scheduling, maximum 1 week, the
project manager should meet with the business owner to understand the task before having an official kickoff. While
the requirements may not be completely ironed out by the time kick off happens, at least the operations team has an
idea of what is coming down the pike. This is a reasonable compromise.

Dr. W. Edward Deming

Humble Beginnings & A Big Influence


William Edwards Deming ( October 14, 1900 – December 20, 1993 ) was an American statistician, professor, author, lecturer, and consultant.



Born in Sioux City, Iowa, William Edwards Deming was raised in Polk City, Iowa on his grandfather Henry
Coffin Edwards's chicken farm



He is perhaps best known for the "Plan-Do-Check-Act" cycle popularly named after him.



In Japan, from 1950 onward, he taught top business managers how to improve design ( and thus service) , product
quality, testing, and sales ( the last through global markets ) by various means, including the application of statistical methods.



Deming made a significant contribution to Japan's later reputation for innovative, high-quality products, and
for its economic power.



He is regarded as having had more impact upon Japanese manufacturing and business than any other individual not of Japanese heritage.



Deming was a professor of statistics at New York University's graduate school of business administration
( 1 946 – 1993 ) , and taught at Columbia University's graduate school of business ( 1988 – 1993 ) . He also
was a consultant for private business.

Honors
In 1960, the Prime Minister of Japan ( N obusuke Kishi) , acting on behalf of Emperor Hirohito, awarded Deming Japan's Order of the Sacred Treasure, Second Class.The citation on the medal recognizes Deming's contributions to Japan's industrial rebirth and its worldwide success.

